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head of the principal image, and the images of celestial
elephants are to be carved in the region of the halo. The
pedestal shall be of a whitish red colour, on wjiich the image
is to be worshipped as follows.
CHAPTER XLV«
1 he god said.—Now I shall describe the  essential
points of a Pindika or a divine stool,  which shall have a
length,  equal  to the breadth of the pedestal of an image,
half of its height, and shall have four times its thicknessj(i).
Leave aside the two lower steps, and polish on all sides
the rectangular space, on the top of the third from the
bottom, and similarly the space, at the foot of the third
step counted downwards, and lastly the quadrilateral space
intervening between the ab6ve two, (thereby meaning the
space at the top of the third step from the bottom) together
with its two sides. Divide the first two steps frotn the top into
four parts, jand  polish  the two rectangular chambers at the
foot of the second step from the top, made thereby (2—4).
The height of the steps shall be equal to one such part, and
their beadth will be half as much, leaving an  indent to the .
width of such a part on each side (5),   and leaving a pada
breadth of space on the exterior side.   The exits for water,
shall be made over the indentures of the first three  steps
from the top, one at the end of each (6),   This auspicious
and blessed divine pedestal, is usually   constructed in   a
targe number of different shapes (7).   The images of Laksmi
and other goddesses shall measure eight t&las in length*
In all such images, the eye-brows shall be to the length
of a /*?a, and the a*se a bit smaller than them.   The face

